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The structure of the kinetic equation (3 ), describing the relaxation of quantum systems with equidistant 
spectra, is discussed. Examples of such systems are an harmonic oscillator (with linear on nonlinear 
damping), a spin in a magnetic field, and a collection of two-level atoms interacting with a radiation 
field (Dicke's problemPl ). It is shown that equations of the type (3) preserve the positive definiteness 
of the density matrix. A solution of the kinetic equation is obtained for Dicke's problem, and an exact 
quantum expression is found for the shape of the radiation line. Interference narrowing of a line, 
associated with the equidistant nature of the spectrum, is discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

KINETIC equations describing the relaxation of quan
tum systems were first considered by Landau rz l and 
Pauli;[ 3J a number of articles[4-IIJ are devoted to their 
general theory. If the possibility of equal or almost 
equal spacings between the levels is excluded, then the 
equation for the density matrix p has the form (in the 
interaction representation) 

Pmm = ~ 'YmnPnn- rrnPmm, (la) .. 
Pmn=-1/.(rm+rn+rmn')Pmn, m=l=n, (1b) 

where Ymn is the probability for a transition from 
leve 1 n to leve 1 m, r n = ~ y mn is the total width of 

m 
level n, r~n is an additional broadening associated 

with transverse relaxation. Equation (1a) is the equa
tion of balance for the populations Wn ( t ) = Pnn (t ). 
According to Eq. (1b) the nondiagonal matrix elements 
Pmn ( t ) relax independently of each other. 

Relaxation in systems with equidistant spectra (an 
harmonic oscillator, a spin in a magnetic field, a col
lection of two-leve 1 atoms, etc.) possesses certain 
specific characteristics. Whereas the equation of 
balance (1a) retains its own form, the time evolution 
of the nondiagonal elements Pmn becomes appreciably 
more complicated: Intermixing of the elements Pmn 
having a fixed value for the energy differences Em 
- En develops. 

The purpose of the present article is an investiga
tion of the kinetic equation (3) for these systems. Par
ticular attention is given to the so -called problem of 
Di.cke,Pl i.e., relaxations in a system of identical two
level atoms interacting with a radiation field (see Sees. 
4 and 5). 

2. THE KINETIC EQUATION FOR THE DENSITY 
MATRIX 

Let us consider a dynamical system whose Hamil
tonian describing the interaction with the radiation 
field has the form 

(2) 

(in the interaction representation). The operators A 
and A+ refer to the system under consideration, bj 
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and bj are the electromagnetic field operators (j is 
an index which labels the mode), the fj are the inter
action constants. w_e note that the very possibility of 
writing A(t) = Ae-lWot is related to the equidistant 
nature of the spectrum (tiw 0 is the energy difference 
between the levels); in this connection only the reso
nance terms ~exp{±i(w 0 - Wj )t} which do not vanish 
upon averaging over a period are left in (2 ). The elec
tromagnetic field plays the role of a thermostat. It is 
assumed that it is found in a state of thermodynamic 
equilibrium 1 ) at a temperature T . 

Using the standard techniques of the quantum theory 
of relaxation, [S-9J one can obtain a kinetic equation for 
the density matrix p ( t ) of the dynamical system 

• y 
p = -i[V, p] + 2 {(v + 1) (2ApA+-A+Ap- pA+A) 

+ v(2A+pA- AA+p- pAA+)}, (3) 
where 

r (huJo) J-1 
y=2nlfil'p(wi)lwi~"'"' 'V=Lexp kT- -1 ; 

{Y 6" 
V = z (AA++A+A)+:l[A,A+], 

6' = p ~dw _lf_(w)l' p(w), o" = p ~ dw lf(w) I'P("')cth liw_. 
w0 -w ,., 0 -w 2kT 

Here fj = f ( Wj ) and p ( w) is the density of states for 
the radiation field. The individual terms in Eq. (3) 
have the following physical interpretation: 

(4) 

(5) 

1) V denotes a renormalization of the bare Hamil
tonian ::/{0 for the dynamical system, leading to a Lamb 
shift of the levels. This term is not of any interest as 
far as relaxation is concerned, and in what follows it 
is usually omitted. 

2) The term C/2 )y(2ApA+- A+Ap- pA+A) de
scribes the spontaneous emission of radiation. 

3) The remaining terms in Eq. (3), which are pro
portional to v, describe forced absorption and emis
sion of quanta by the dynamical system. 

We shall indicate several particular cases of Eq. 
(3 ). 

1) The harmonic oscillator in the approximation of 
one-quantum absorption. In this case A = a, Wo = w, 
where w is the frequency of the oscillator, and Eq. (3) 

1 >The specific form of the thermostat is unessential for what follows 
(the form of the kinetic equation (3) does not depend on this). 
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turns into the kinetic equation for an oscillator with 
linear damping, which is considered in detail in [101. 

2) For an oscillator with N-quantum absorption we 
have 

A = aN, illo = Nw, 
. ~ 
p = -z{ (v + 1) (2aN pa+N- a+NaNp- pa+NaN) 

+ v(2a+NpaN- aNa+Np- paNa+N)}. (6) 

This equation is of interest in connection with nonlinear 
optics. l9 l 

3) A particle of spin s and magnetic moment 
iJ. = gs situated in a homogeneous magnetic field H 
possesses a system of (2s + 1) equidistant levels, 
Em = nwem ( Wo = -gH ). In order to be definite, let the 
gyromagnetic ratio g < 0; then the lowest level has 
m = -s, the highest level has m = s. Spin relaxation 
associated with magnetic dipole radiation is described 
by the equation 

. y 
P =- 2 { (v + 1) (s+LP- 2LpS+ + pS+S-) 

+ \1 ( S_s+p - 2s+ps_ + ps._s+)}, (7) 

where s± = sx ± isy (the z axis is chosen parallel to 

the magnetic field H). This equation describes "longi
tudinal" relaxation of the spin. Under real conditions, 
as is well known, [7 ,sJ a "transverse" relaxation also 
exists which is not related to actual transitions be
tween the levels. In this connection additional terms 
appear on the right-hand side of the kinetic equation 
(7) [in the simplest case, s = Y2 , these terms have the 
form y 1(a~p + pa~- 2azpaz ), where y 1 is the trans
verse relaxation constant]. 

4) Depolarization of iJ. + mesons in condensed media 
has been considered in many articles.l11- 13l Due to the 
smallness of the J1. + meson's magnetic moment in 
comparison with the electron's magnetic moment, one 
can neglect the direct interaction of the Jl.+ spin with 
the medium. The hyperfine splitting of the muon, 
tiwa ~ 0.1 oK; therefore, at ordinary temperatures 
v >> 1 and v + 1 ~ v. Taking this into consideration, 
from Eq. (3) we obtain 

p = -i[V, p] + W(p- s~ps+- s+ps._), (8) 

where V = ( Y4 )tiwas · sll- ges · H, s is the electron 
spin, sll is the meson spin, and W = vy. The kinetic 
equation (8) corresponds to an infinite temperature for 
the medium. Comparison withl11 - 13l indicates that the 
equations for the muon's density matrix used in these 
articles actually coincide with Eq. (8) (but the equations 
are written in a different form). In this connection the 
constant W was interpreted as the probability for 
spin-flip of the Jl.+ meson. 

3. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE KINETIC 
EQUATION 

As is well known, the density matrix in quantum 
mechanics must satisfy three conditions: 
(A) Sp p = 1 (normalization), 
(B) p = p• (Hermitian property), 
(C) ( l/1 I p ll/1) :::=: 0 for any arbitrary vector ll/1) (posi
tive definiteness). 

Since the kinetic equation (3) has a form which dif-

fers from the usual Liouville's equation, 2 ) 

p = -i[H, p], the following question arises: Is Eq. (3) 
compatible with the requirement that conditions (A)
(C) must be satisfied at any moment of time? Verifi
cation of conditions (A) and (B) for Eq. (3) does not 
involve any difficulty. Therefore we shall only dwell 
on condition (C), which is important from a fundamental 
point of view (it guarantees that meaningless quantities 
of the negative-probability type will not arise during 
the time evolution of p ). Let us introduce the notation 

R,p(t) = (ljl I p (t) IIJl), (9) 

R(t) = minR,;(t) for (IJliiJl>= 1. (9a) 

" Condition (C) is equivalent to the inequality R(t) :::=: 0. 
Let us assume that conditions (A)- (C) are fulfilled 

for the initial density matrix p ( 0 ). Then there exist 
states I <Pi) such that 

p(O) = s Pi I•Vi> (ljl; I, Pi> 0, (IJ;i llJl;) = {jij, 

R(O) ~ 0. 

The value of Rlj! (.D. t ) for sufficiently small D. t may 
become negative only if Rlj!(O) = 0, that is, if 
(l/lill/1) = 0 for all i. In this connection, however, 

(10) 

p(O)I¢>=~p;j¢;><¢;!¢>=0, <¢lp(O)=O. (11) 

Taking (11) into consideration, from Eq. (3) we find 

R¢(0) =<IJllr(O) I¢>= v :L;pi{(v+ 1) l<~odA+I•P>I 2 

(12a) 

i.e., Rlj!(D.t) = Rlj!(O )Dot+ ••• :::=: 0. Here an .indeterm
inacy occurs only in the case when R<P(O) = RIJI (O) = 0, i.e., 
(l/Jill/l) = (1/iiiA•jljl) = (1/iiiAII/I) =0 (for alli). Now, 
however, in addition to (11) the relations 

p(O)Ajljl) = p(O)A+jljl) = 0, (13) 

are satisfied, with the aid of which we obtain 

.R.,(o) = Y"{(v + 1)2(¢++1 p(O) IIJl++) + v(v + 1) [("ljl+-ir(O) IIJl+-> 
+ ("ljl-+IP(O) IIJl-+>1 +v2<1Jl--IP(O) IIJl-)} ~ o, (12b) 

where 

l"ljl++) = A+'iiJl), ih-) = A+AIIJl), 

and so forth. Thus, Rljl(~t) :::=: 0 for every II/I) and 
consequently R(~t) :::=: 0. Therefore p(~t) is a non
negative matrix which one can again bring to diagonal 
form and repeat the entire argument for the following 
interval ~t. The positive definiteness of the coeffic
ients in (3) is essential for the proof: y( v + 1 ) :::=: 0, 
yv :::=: 0. 

It is not difficult to generalize the proof given here 
to the case of a kinetic equation of somewhat more 
general form that (3): 

N 1 
p = ::6 y;;{ A;pA;+- z (A;+A;p + pA;+A;)}. (14) 

i,_i=i 

2 lin particular, the transformation p(O)-> p(t) is not unitary, and 
the eigenvalues of the matrix p(t) change in the course of time. 
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Condition (A) is automatically fulfilled for Eq. (14), and 
conditions (B) and (C) give y~. = 'YJ"i, L; 'YiJ. ziz'!' =:: 0 lJ . . J l,J 
for arbitrary complex numbers zi (the latter condition 
is equivalent to positive definiteness of the eigenvalues 
of the matrix 'Yij ). 

4. SPIN RELAXATION AND DICKE'S PROBLEM 

Now let us consider the kinetic equation (7) in more 
detail. First of all we note that in addition to spin re
laxation in the presence of a magnetic field, this equa
tion also describes the relaxation in a system of N 
identical two-level atoms located in a region whose 
dimensions are much smaller than the wavelength A 
(the problem of Dickef1 l ). In such an interpretation 

N 
s = Y2 :L;ai, where O"i is the "energy spin" operators 

i=1 
for the i-th atom. 

Due to the interaction of atoms via the radiation 
field, their spontaneous emission does not occur inde
pendently. One can showf11 that for I ri - rj I «A and 
neglecting transverse relaxation, the value of the total 
"energy spin" S is conserved during the relaxation 
process, i.e., states with different values of S decay 
independently, each with its own characteristic lifetime. 
According to this interpretation, m = ( lj2 )( n+ - n_ ) 
where lm I ~ S ~ Y2 N [here n+) n_) denotes the num
ber of atoms in the upper (lower) level]. 

In the occupation number representation, Eq. (7) 
takes the form ( T = yt ) 

dpmn --
~ = ( 'V + 1) YAm+1An+f Pm+1, n+1 + VYAmAn Pm-1, n-1 

_ [ (v + 1) Am~ An+ 'V Am+t ~ An+1 ]Pmn, (15) 

where Am= (s- m + 1 )(s + m ). From here it is seen 
that relaxation of the matrix elements Pmn takes 
place along diagonals (we call the set of elements Pmn 
having a fixed value for the differences m - n = k the 
k-th diagonal of the density matrix p ). For k = 0 we 
obtain the following kinetic equation for the populations 
wn =pnn: 

d;'tn = (v + 1)An+fWnH- [(v + 1)An +'VAn+,] Wn + VAnWn-1, (16) 

coinciding with Eq. (1a). At the same time a compari
son of Eq. (15) with Eq. (1b) shows that the equidistant 
nature of the level spectrum. significantly influences 
the relaxations of the nondiagonal elements Pmn: The 
elements of every diagonal are intermixed with one 
another. Under these conditions the preservation of 
the positive definiteness of the density matrix p 
(proved in Sec. 3) appears to be a nontrivial fact. 

A stationary solution of Eqs. (15) is given by the 
Boltzmann distribution 

1-6 
Pmn = 1 _ 6 .. +1 6'1\mn, r = s + m = 0, 1, ... , 2s, 

6= exp(-llwo/ k1), 0 ~ 6 < 1. (17) 

One can solve Eqs. (15) and (16) with the aid of the 
Laplace transformation. In this connection a system of 
(2s + 1 - k) linear equations is obtained for the 
Laplace transforms of the elements Pn,n+k ( r) of the 

k-th diagonal. We give the answer for the case 11 = 0: 

Pm,n(t)= ~ G(m,n; m + l,n+ lJt)Pm+l,n+l(O). (18) 
l;;<O 

Introducing the notation 
~ 

g(m, n; lJp) =} G(m, n; m + l, n + IJ1:)e-P•dr, (19) 
0 

from Eqs. (15) we obtain 

IT }'Am+•· · An+r 

g ( m, n; ll p) = __ __:__'~_:1----

IT [ P + ~ (Am+r+ An+r) J (20) 
r=O 

The quantities G(m, n; m + l, n + Zl T) are determined 
from here according to standard formulas of opera
tional calculus. As an example we give explicit ex
pressions for the populations wn ( T) in the case when 
the initial state has the projection m = s: 

a) for spin s = % 

(21a) 

b) for spin s = 1 

w1 = e-2<, w0 = 2te-2', w_1 = 1- (1 + 2t)e-2•, (21b) 

c) for spin s = % 
W't, = e-3•, W•f, = 3(e-3•- e-••), W-•f, = 12[e-4<- (1- r)e-3•] 

w_•,, = 1 + (8 -121:)e-a.- 9e·-••. (21c) 

For large values of s the expressions for wn ( T) 
have a complicated form. In order to obtain a qualita
tive picture, let us consider the limiting case s >> 1, 
when one can pass from Eq. (16) to the Fokker-Planck 
equation: 

ow ( 1 ) 0 f ow J 0 --= v+- - (1-x2)- +s-[(1-x2)w] 
01: 2 ox L ox ox (22) 

(r =yt, x = m/s, -1 < x < 1 ). Assuming 
s >> ( 11 + Y2 ), we first neglect the diffusion term in 
Eq. (22). The Green's function for the first-order 
equation which arises in this connection has the form 

xo-thst 
G(x,xo;'t)=ll(x-(;(t)), 6(t)= . (23) 

1- xothst 

It is easy to see that H r) represents the trajectory of 
a magnetic moment which satisfies the classical equa
tion of Landau and Lifshitz. [l4J The diffusion term in 
Eq. (22) leads to a spreading of the distribution (23), 
and thus corresponds to taking the quantum corrections 
into account. Certain approximate formulas for the 
Green's function of Eq. (22) are given inP5l. 

It is of interest to determine the spectrum of the 
photons emitted during the relaxation process (at zero 
temperature, 11 = 0 ). Let us denote by g~ ( v ) the 
normalized spectral density of the radiation line for 
the case when, at t = 0, the z-component of the spin is 
equal to m. Then 

s m-1 u (s+a)l(s-a')! 
gm'(v)= n(s+m) -~ .~ (s-cr)!(s+cr')! . 

a--,~ a--s 

{ 
u 1 

·Re l 
ITs(s + 1)- n2 + isv J' 

n=IJ' 

(24) 
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where 

w- Wo 
V=--, 

sy 

+oo 

~ gm' (v)dv = 1 (25) 

(a derivation of formula (24) is given in the Appendix). 
For m = -s + 1 one quantum in all is emitted, and 

the shape of the li.ne remains Lorentzian: gs ( v) 
-S+ 1 

= 1/rr( 1 + v2 ); the width of this line exceeds the width 
of the y line emitted by an individual atom by a factor 
s. For m ~ -s + 2 the interference of quanta emitted 
during successive transitions between equidistant 
levels occurs, as a consequence of which the shape of 
the line is modified (see Fig. 1). We note that although 

I 2 "" 

FIG. I. Shape of the spectral line gmS(v) associated with relaxation 
from the upper level m = s for the following values of the spin: s = 1/2, 
I, 3/2, and oo, which correspond to curves I, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. 
Curve I has the Lorentzian shape. 

the widths of the individual levels Ym = Amy ~ s2 y, 
the spectral line width ~s y. In this connection, there 
appears an interference narrowing of the spectral lines 
radiated by systems possessing equidistant levels 
(compare with the analogous situation for an harmonic 
oscillator [1 oJ ). 

From Eq. (24) we obtain the following result as 
v-oo: 

1 ( m-1) 
gm'(v)=·2nv2 1--s- · (26) 

The shape of the wings of the line is Lorentzian, which 
is due to the abrupt switching-on of the interaction 
(preparation of the initial state Pnn'(O) = BmnBnn' ). 
In the limiting case s >> 1, expression (24) for the 
spectrum g~ ( v) can be reduced to the following form: 

1 - Xo 1 f eiv• I' 
g cl (v, xo) =--:=;--I .\ d, , 

..:,Jt • 0 ch -r- x0 sh -r 1 

m 
Xo=-, 

s 
(27) 

which agrees3 ' with the calculation according to clas
sical theory.fl' 161 With the aid of Eq. (27) it is not 
difficult to find out how the line width depends on the 
initial value of m. As a measure of the line width it 
is natural to take the quantity t:. : 

1 1 + x0 ( ) d(x0 ) == ---- = 28 
ngc~(O,x0 ) 2(a•csin1(1+xo)/2) 2 

This function is shown in Fig. 2. From this figure it is 

3 l An error was made in the calculation of the spectrum gel (v, x0 ) 

in article [I 1, and was corrected in [1 6•171. 

clear that the line width decreases (also see[17 l) as 
x0 = m/s increases, which differs from the analyzed 
oscillator system. 

FIG. 2. Dependence of line width Ll(x0) 

on the initial excitation m = sx0 (for the prob
lem of Dickie). 

-I II 

The reason for this difference consists in the follow
ing. In the quasiclassical case we have the following 
expression for the width t:. : 

{ (!' dn ~-2 
d(no) ~no ~ IM(n) I r (29) 

(for an arbitrary system with an equidistant spectrum). 
Here n = 0, 1, 2, ... labels the successive, equidistant 
levels, starting from the lowest level; n0 >> 1 is the 
initial level; M(n) = -n:;_ is the matrix element for the 
transition n - ( n - 1 ). 

From expression (29) it is clear that the nature of 
the change of t:. ( n0 ) as n0 increases is determined by 
the form of M(n ). Thus, for an harmonic oscillator 
M( n) cc ill, and in general t:. does not depend on no; 
for the spin problem M( n) cc ..J n ( 2s - n), which leads 
to formula (28 ). 

5. DICKE'S PROBLEM FOR ARBITRARY DISTANCES 
BETWEEN THE ATOMS 
Now let us consider Dicke's problem without assum

ing that I ri - r· I «A, assuming however the position 
of the atoms to be fixed (neglect of the Doppler effect). 
In this connection the kinetic equation has the form 
(v=0):4 ' 

N 

p =- ~ y;,(a;C+la~-lp + pa;C+la~-l- 2a~-)pa;+\ (30) 
i,k=i 

One can obtain an expression for Yik in the same way 
as formula (4): 

Yih = Yo'Jl (kri;), 3 [( 1 ) sin x , cos x J 
'Jl(xJ=-z 1--:;:z -x-'---.;,2 (31) 

(see, for example, [7J ). We note that cp( 0) = 1; there-· 
fore upon fulfillment of the condition krij « 1 Eq. (30) 
turns into Eq. (7). The reduction in cp ( x) for x 2: 1 
corresponds to a weakening of the correlations in the 
spontaneous emission of the atoms. If all qj >> A, 
then cp(kqj) = Oij, i.e., a transition takes place to a 
system of independent atoms. 

If the conditions krij « 1 ( i, j = 1, ... , N ) are not 
satisfied, then the total "energy spin" of the system, 

1 N S=z ~a; 
J=-.=1 

is no longer conserved during the relaxation process, 
and the results of Section 4 are not applicable. We 

4 lIn Eq. (30) we do not take into consideration terms of the type 

- r .L t (cr\'l' p + pcr\'''- 2cr\''rcr\'l), 

which correspond to transverse relaxation (i.e., a broadening due to col
lisions), and also terms of the type [ v, p 1 in (3) (renormalization of the 
frequencies of different modes) are not taken into consideration. 
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shall limit the investigation to weakly- excited states, 
when the spin system is equivalent to a set of oscilla
tors. Here the spin operators a~-> and a!+> play the 

1 1 

role of ai and aJ:: Equation (30) implies the linearized 
equations 

(32) 

which can be diagonalized by a unitary transformation: 

Here <at>= -(Y2 )y<i>(ai), where the y<i> are the 

eigenvalues of the matrix Yik· Choosing the initial 
state (aJ:ak)o = noOik (equally-probable excitation of 
all atoms), from Eq. (33) we have ( atak)o = noOik. 
Hence for the radiation spectrum averaged over the 
directions of flight of the photons, we obtain 

(33) 

(34) 

where P(y) is the density of the distribution of eigen
values y<i>, normalized to unity according to 

00 00 

~ P(y)dy = 1, ~ P(y)ydy =Yo (35) 

(the second condition follows from invariance of the 
trace, Sp(yik) = Nyo, with respect to the transforma
tions (33) ). 

Thus, calculation of the shape of the radiation line 
reduces (under the assumptions made above) to the 
purely mathematical problem of the distribution P( y) 
of eigenvalues of the matrices Yij appearing in the 
initial equation (30). We have not been able to find the 
solution of this problem in the literature. We mention 
only one result which pertains to an integral spectrum. 
Let us consider the .function G(Aw ): 

OOg-~(t) oo 

G(L'iw)= ~ g(w)dw + ~ g(w)dw. (36) 
Cl>o+&ro 

From Eq. (34) we find 

G. 2 r . y a (L'iw)=-.)P(y)arctg- y. 
n 0 2L'iw 

(37) 

Since tan- 1 x ::s x and P ( y) 2: 0, then from here (with 
relations (35) taken into consideration) follows the in
equality 

G (L'iw) ~Yo/ nL'iw. (38) 

As is well known, for individual modes a~ the line may 
1 

be appreciably broadened in comparison with the line 
for an isolated atomY1 From inequality (38) it is seen 
that the total spectrum does not undergo such a broad
ening; therefore the broadening of the spectrum for 
some modes must be compensated by a narrowing of 
other lines. We emphasize, however, that in this de
rivation substantial use has been made of the assump
tion concerning the absence of transverse relaxation 
and Doppler broadening. 

The authors wish to thank V. N. Likhachev and A. S. 
Shvarts for a discussion of the problem of the positive 
definiteness of the density matrix. 

APPENDIX 

SHAPE OF THE RADIATION LINE FOR SYSTEMS 
WITH EQillDISTANT ENERGY LEVELS 

The Heisenberg equations of motion for the field 
operators follow from the Hamiltonian (2) 

6; (t) = - iw<b; (t.) - i/;.4 (t), (A1) 

from which it follows that 
T 

b; ( T) = e-i,.,Tb; (0)- if; SA (t') e-w,(T-t'Jdt'. (A.2) 

We shall calculate the spectrum under the assumption 
that at t = 0 the electromagnetic field is found in the 
vacuum state I 0) . Then 

T T 

(ni( T)) =(b;+( 1') b;(T)>= I /;I z ~ ~ dt' dt" e-iw,(t'-t"J(A+ (t')A (t") ). 

o o (A.3) 

From here as T- oo one obtains the following formula 
for the spectral density g( w): 

00 00 

g(w)roRe ~ dt ~ d,;e-iw< (A+(t+,;)A(t)>. (A4) 

The correlation function ( A+ ( t + T ) A ( t)) is deter
mined by the kinetic equation (3). Using standard tech
niques (see Section 10 in [?l ), we obtain 

(A+(t +,;)A (t)> = ei"'"' ~ Phh(O) ~ f.m'I•G (m, m; k,kit) · 
k~O m 

(A.5) 
n 

where Xm = I (A lm-1 m 12 (compare with formula (75) 
off10l ). Upon substitution of (A5) into (A4) the spectral 
density g( w) is expressed in terms of the Laplace 
transform of the Green's function G for Eq. (3), for 
whose determination it is necessary to solve a system 
of linear equations. In this connection we note that 
Eqs. (15) and (16) for the above indicated definition of 
Xm are valid not only for spin relaxation, but also for 
an arbitrary system with an equidistant spectrum. 
Using Eq. (20), from here we obtain the following re
sult for v = 0: 

(A6) 
k;;>O 

where gk( w) is the shape of the spectral line associated 
with relaxation from the k-th level: 

(A.7) 

r r r+l is the Wigner-Weisskopf expression for the 
natural width of the line associated with a transition 
from level r + 1 to level r: 

r,, c+t = y, + Yc+t. y, = A.,.y. (A.8) 

The numbering of the states in Eqs. (A6) and (A7) is 
chosen so that the k-th level lies a distance tiwok from 
the lowest level; ~(w) is normalized to unity. Ex
pression (24) is obtained from here by substitution of 
the specific expression Xm = ( s + m )( s - m + 1 ). 
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We note that in Eq. (A7) it is not difficult to take 
into account a JX>Ssible violation of the equidistant 
nature of the levels, and also additional (the so-called 
"transverse") relaxation which is not associated with 
the real emission of a photon. For this pur}X>se, in the 
resonance denominators of formula (A7) instead of w0 

one should substitute Wr+ 1 r = Er. 1 - Er, and to the 
rr+1,r one should add a co~tribution r~. 1 ,r coming 

from transverse relaxation (r~. 1 r ::o: 0 ); in this con
nection the numerators are not changed. In the limiting 
case when the frequencies of the various transitions 
differ by quantities .6.w » r, Eq. (A7) takes the usual 
form 

1 '' r; 
gh(w)r::::::k,~,2n[(w-w;) 2+r,2/4] (A.9) 

However, in the case of systems with equidistant levels 
.6.w 'S_ r and in Eq. (A7) it is imJX>SSible to neglect the 
interference terms, which lead to a narrowing of the 
spectral line and a modification of its shape. Inter
ference narrowing of the spectral line is also dis
cussed in po,IsJ. 
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